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Abstract
A

1 Introduction

A non--conventional solution of wing-looad
control,
c
prootecting thee wing stru
ucture agaiinst
excessive
e
lloads, has been prresented. T
The
solution
s
utilises a sysstem of tra
ansverse duucts
connecting
c
uupper and lower
l
surfacce of the winng.
In
I normal fllight conditiions the duccts are clossed.
When
W
monittored wing loads begin
n to grow aand
the
are
a
approaaching to assumed threshold,
t
ducts
d
are bbeing openeed, initiatin
ng natural air
flow
fl
throughh them. It is assumed
d that the fl
flow
th
hrough the ducts is abble to initia
ate or enhannce
a separationn of main flow
f
on thee wing suctiion
side,
s
whichh leads to mitigation of excesssive
lo
oads actingg on the wiing structurre. The papper
presents
p
ressults of com
mputational investigatioons
concerning
c
tthe proposeed solution.

Wing-load-co
W
ontrol system
ms are bein
ng developeed
as a means to stabilis e flight paarameters or
o
miitigate aero
odynamic looads acting
g on critical
eleements of wing structture. Such systems arre
deesigned for use inn extraordiinary flighht
co
onditions, paarticularly dduring accelerated flighht
maanoeuvres or
o sudden ggusts. In succh situationns,
rissing bending
g loads mayy lead to fattigue damagge
off the wing. Reduction
R
oof bending loads
l
may be
b
btained by
y modificcation off spanwisse
ob
disstribution of
o aerodynaamic load, especially in
i
ou
uter part of the
t wing as it is shown
n in Fig. 1.

Nomenclatu
N
ure
CD
CL
Cm
CN
CP
L
M
Mbr
n
V
Vflight
Vgust
W

(0
0)

1

- draag coefficiennt
- lift coefficient
- pitcching momeent coefficieent
- winng-section bending-loa
b
d coefficiennt
- preessure coeffi
ficient
- lift force
- Maach number
- winng root bendding momen
nt
- load factor n=
=L/W
- local velocity of
o air flow
- fligght velocity
- gusst velocity
- weiight of aircrraft
- disttance from a root chord
d of the winng
- subbscript denooting typicall flight
connditions

Fig.
F 1 Generaal idea of wingg-load-controll system used
to alleviate unacceptable
u
lloads of the aiircraft wing.

Trraditional wing-load-c
w
control sysstems utilisse
solutions likee deflectionns of control surfacees.
Go
ood example of such approach is the winggloaad-control system off the Lock
kheed C-5A
A
Gaalaxy [2], where
w
sym
mmetrical deeflections of
o
aillerons are used
u
for reeduction off wing loadds
wh
hile deflectiions of elevvators ensurre balance of
o
pittching-mom
ment. The system operates in
i
clo
osed-loop with
w accelerrometers on
n wing tips as
a
deetectors
of
o
condittions
of
excessivve
aerodynamic loads. A
Apart from
m traditional
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mechanical load-control actuators, innovative
systems, including new mechanical actuators [3]
and fluidic flow control actuators are being
developed and tested. The examples of fluidic
flow control concept may be air-jets blowing
perpendicularly to wing surface [4] and
circulation control by blowing in the trailingedge area [5].
2 Research Background
Application of the wing-load-control technology
improves safety and comfort of aircraft flight
and allows building lighter wings of high aspect
ratios which favours reduction of induced drag
and in consequence reduction of Direct
Operating Costs of the aircraft. Therefore the
development of wing-load-control systems is a
subject of many researches.
The
European
project
STARLET,
co-financed by the Clean Sky Joint
Undertaking, Institute of Aviation and Ministry
of Science of Poland, has been focused on
application of fluidic devices for the active
control of wing load.
One of investigated in this project devices,
was a matrix of mini nozzles located in outer
part of the wing. In this solution, named "fluidic
spoiler", the air jets blown from the nozzles
perpendicularly or obliquely are expected to
influence strongly the main flow on the wing,
leading to its separation and in consequence to
alleviation of bending load acting on the wing
structure. Such "fluidic spoiler" might be
activated in extraordinary flight conditions
when excessive bending loads threaten a fatigue
damage of the wing.
The second solution investigated in the
project STARLET was a system of specially
shaped nozzles of D-TEN type (Dual, TrailingEdge Nozzle) located at a wing trailing edge.
Such a system, if activated, strongly changes a
flow-velocity circulation around the wing by
utilising the Coanda effect, which gives
considerable change (in the case: alleviation) of
aerodynamic loads acting on the wing structure.
The main obstacle in practical application
of both above-mentioned solutions is
a difficulty in providing required air mass flow
rate to the nozzles, which needs adequate
2

additional
sources
of
overpressure.
Alternatively, an utilisation of natural sources of
overpressure may be taken into consideration.
Such approach may be reasonable especially in
the case of "fluidic spoiler" concept, because
this solution needs relatively low level of
overpressure, necessary for its proper work.
Therefore the presented study is focused on
answering the question: is it possible to develop
the "fluidic spoiler" concept, utilising only
natural flow phenomena, without the need of
application
of
additional
sources
of
overpressure?
3 Research Subject and Methodology
The studies described in the paper focused on
two main topics:
1) Development of the concept of "fluidic
spoiler", fed only by natural sources of
overpressure. The design process aimed at
choice of possible best solution, being the
best compromise between design constraints
and required high efficiency of alleviation of
excessive wing load.
2) Simplified simulations of work of the
developed wing-load-alleviation system in
conditions of sudden gust, with strongly
increasing momentary bending load acting on
the wing structure.
Both above tasks were realised based on CFD
simulations, conducted using the URANS solver
ANSYS FLUENT [1]. The computations
focused mainly on 3D cases, though within
preliminary design stage, a 2D approach was
also utilised, mainly to conduct simplified
optimisation
and
sensitivity
analysis.
The URANS simulations were conducted using
unsteady, compressible, viscous model of the
flow with SST k- model of turbulence.
Computational mesh was of high quality and
resolution, especially within the region of
boundary layer and in proximity of air ducts.
The subject of 3D investigations was the
swept wing (Fig. 2) of aspect ratio 7.7, mean
aerodynamic chord 3.5m and span 25m. The
wing sections were built based on the airfoil
NACA64A210.
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4 "Leaky W
Wing" Con
ncept
The
T conceptt of the "L
Leaky Win
ng" has beeen
developed
d
as a particular casee of "fluiidic
spoiler",
s
uttilising onnly naturall sources of
overpressure
o
e, accessibble in flight conditioons
favouring
f
occcurrence of
o excessivee aerodynam
mic
lo
oads actingg on the wiing structurre. During tthe
design
d
proccess of thee concept, a number of
requirementts and consstraints weere taken innto
consideratio
c
on, includinng the siimplicity aand
feasibility
f
oof the conceept, minimaal interferennce
with
w
the wiing structurre (which could
c
weakken
th
he structuree) and high efficiency, reliability aand
response raate of thee proposed
d system in
mitigating
m
eexcessive aeerodynamic loads. Finaally
developed
d
concept lookks as it is sh
hown in Fig.. 2.

Figg. 2. The "Leaaky Wing" con
ncept.

The
T proposeed concept consists of
o a matrix of
trransverse dducts connecting upper and low
wer
surface
s
of thhe wing. Thhe ducts sho
ould be placced
rather in outter part of thhe wing, because this ppart
iss a source of largest bending mo
oments actiing
on
o the wingg structure. On the oth
her hand, suuch
placement
p
oof ducts may
m be risk
ky because of
possible
p
unnfavourablee influencee of "flui dic
3

spoiler" on th
he aileron effectiveneess. Howeveer
ons.
thiis aspect needs further investigatio
In normaal flight coonditions, th
he ducts arre
clo
osed, prefeerably in ssuch a way
y as not to
t
intterfere with
h the flow
w around th
he wing. In
I
ex
xtraordinary flight condditions, wh
hen excessivve
beending load
ds of the wing may occur (e.gg.
du
uring suddeen gusts, acccelerated manoeuvrees,
etcc.) the tran
nsverse duccts are opened, whicch
sh
hould initialise intensivve air flow through thhe
du
ucts, being
g the efffect of considerable
diffference of static presssure between the suctioon
an
nd pressurre sides of the wing.
w
Succh
ph
henomenon is typical ffor the fligh
ht conditionns
wiith occurren
nce of highh aerodynam
mic loads of
o
thee wing. Aftter openingg the air du
ucts, the flow
w
thrrough them
m is exppected to initiate thhe
sep
paration of the main fllow on the wing suctioon
sid
de. In situaations whenn main-flow
w separatioon
alrready exists before op
opening the ducts, it is
ex
xpected thaat flow thhrough the ducts maay
en
nhance effeccts of existting separattion. In botth
caases, the op
pening of thhe ducts in
n high-winggloaad flight conditionns, should decreasse
diffference in
n static preessures on suction annd
pressure side of the winng, this way decreasinng
aerodynamic loads actingg on the win
ng structuree.
Such a process
p
of the air-ducct opening is
presented in Fig.
F 3. Thesse are the results of 2D
D,
RANS simu
ulation of fflow around the "leakky
UR
airrfoil". Durin
ng the preseented simullation the liift
co
oefficient off the airfooil dropped down from
m
1.0
02 to 0.60, which is thhe result off strong flow
w
sep
paration thaat occurred after openin
ng the ductss.
Similar simulation
s
in 3D case is presenteed
in Fig. 4. In
n this case , the activ
vation of thhe
Leaky Wing
g" system c aused the alleviation
a
o
of
"L
wiing-root ben
nding momeent (Mbr) ap
pproximatelly
18
8% of its vaalue measurred when aiir ducts werre
clo
osed in the same flightt conditionss. This is thhe
efffect of co
onsiderable changes in spanwisse
disstribution of
o aerodynnamic load
ds, which is
sh
hown in Fiig. 5. The differencess in pressurre
co
oefficient (C
( P) distribbution alo
ong selecteed
cro
oss-section of the winng, are preseented in Figg.
6. The CP diistribution ffor air duccts opened is
pical for sttrongly sepaarated flow
ws, while thhe
typ
CP distributio
on for air duucts closed is typical foor
fullly attached
d flows.
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Fig. 5.Comparison of spanwise distribution of
aerodynamic bending-load coefficient (CN), for the
"Leaky Wing" system OFF and ON.
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CP

Fig. 3. Process of opening of the transverse ducts.
Velocity-magnitude contours around the "leaky airfoil".
(a) – ducts closed, (b) – initial stage of duct opening,
(c) ducts opened, fully developed separated flow
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Fig. 6. Comparison of pressure coefficient (CP)
distribution in a cross section of the wing,
for the "Leaky Wing" system OFF and ON.

5 Effectiveness and Response Rate
of the "Leaky Wing" Concept
in Sudden-Gust Conditions

Fig. 4. Effect of the "Leaky Wing" system inactive (air
ducts closed) and active (air ducts opened) on the flow
velocity contours around the wing suction surface.

4

The effectiveness and response rate of the
"Leaky Wing" concept in sudden-gust
conditions, were the subject of studies
conducted using 3D URANS simulations.
The simulations concerned a typical cruise
flight of aircraft, during which a sudden, vertical
gust of air was occurring. To verify proper work
of the complete system of wing-load alleviation,
a simplified model of load-monitoring system
was introduced in simulations. It was assumed,
that the system would consist of several
accelerometers as it has a place in real
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Fig. 7. The gust profiles utilised in conducted
URANS simulations at flight speed
M=0.20 and M=0.45.

Simple closed-loop-control (CLC) system,
controlling bending load of the wing structure,
was introduced based on the assumption, that
the system alleviating excessive wing loads
would be activated when the measured load
factor exceeded a certain activation threshold
(n>1.3) and would be deactivated when the
decreasing load factor dropped down below a
certain deactivation threshold (n<1.2). In the
case of "Leaky Wing" concept, the activation
and deactivation of the system meant
respectively opening and closing of air ducts
connecting lower and upper surface of the wing.
The flight simulations in sudden-gust
conditions were conducted for two flight
5

velocities: M=0.20 and M=0.45. In both the
cases, simulations were conducted twice: for the
wing-load-control system active ("Leaky Wing"
ON) and inactive ("Leaky Wing" OFF), when
air-ducts were closed during whole simulation.
5.1 Flight Simulation at M=0.20
The flight at speed M=0.20 was simulated in
conditions of 0.9s-lasting gust, including 0.2s
phases of the gust attack and decay (Fig. 7).
During the simulation of flight with inactive
load-alleviation system, the load factor n grew
from 1.0 for nominal cruise flight conditions, up
to 2.35 during the gust. In case of flight with
active load-alleviation system, the system was
activated (air ducts were opened) when load
factor exceeded the activation threshold 1.3 and
was again deactivated when load factor dropped
down below 1.2. Time histories of load factor
for both cases: inactive and active system of
wing load alleviation, are compared in Fig. 8.
Fig. 9 compares time histories of wing-root
bending moment (Mbr) related to its value in
nominal flight conditions (Mbr(0)), measured for
the wing-load-alleviation system active and
inactive. The time-histories show, that when the
"Leaky Wing" system was active, the main-flow
separation provoked by the flow through opened
ducts (at n>1.3), weakened considerably the
wing-root bending moment. The alleviation
achieved approximately 17% at the time when
the highest value of wing-root bending moment
were achieved.
2.6

M=0.20

"Leaky Wing" OFF
"Leaky Wing" ON

2.4
2.2
2.0

n

systems [2]. In mathematical model of the loadmonitoring system, at every time moment of the
flight simulation, the system measured current
value of load factor n=L/W, where L is the
current lift force acting on aircraft and W is the
weight of the aircraft.
In conducted URANS simulations, the
sudden gust was modelled as additional, vertical
component of free stream velocity vector, by
defining
appropriate
far-field
boundary
conditions. Typical gust profiles, utilised in
presented below simulations, respectively at
flight speed M=0.20 and M=0.45, are shown in
Fig. 7. The times of attack and decay phases of
the gust were assumed 0.2s, while the sustain
phase lasted approximately 0.5s. The maximal
vertical velocity of gust (Vgust) in reference to
the flight velocity (Vflight) was selected for every
simulation so as to ensure the occurrence of the
load factor n approximately 2.
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deactivation
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1.0
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Time [s]
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Fig. 8 Time histories of load factor n, measured for
the wing-load-alleviation system OFF and ON,
at flight speed M=0.20.
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Analysing Fig. 9 it may be concluded that the
response rate of the "Leaky Wing" system at
flight speed M=0.20 was satisfactory. When air
ducts were opened, the system started
alleviation of wing-root bending moment during
0.06s and after next 0.06s it achieved nearly
steady level of alleviation.
2.6

"Leaky Wing" OFF
"Leaky Wing" ON

M=0.20

2.4

Mbr / Mbr(0)

2.2
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4

Fig. 11 presents spanwise distributions of
aerodynamic bending-load coefficient (CN) for
the two compared cases. Considerable reduction
of wing bending loads is visible in the region of
location of air ducts. This is an effect of flow
separation initiated by natural flow through the
ducts.
Differences
between
chordwise
distributions of pressure coefficient (CP) in the
wing section cutting the air ducts, for two
compared cases ("Leaky Wing" inactive and
active) and flight speed M=0.20, are presented
in Fig. 12. The pressure distribution for "Leaky
Wing" active is typical for flow separation,
while for "Leaky Wing" inactive the pressure
distribution is typical for fully attached flow.
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"Leaky-Wing" OFF : 2.312
"Leaky-Wing" ON : 1.920
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Time [s]
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1.4

1.6

Fig. 9. Time histories of wing-root bending moment (Mbr)
related to its value in nominal flight conditions (Mbr(0)),
measured for the wing-load-alleviation system
OFF and ON, at flight speed M=0.20.

1.0

CN

0.8

0.8

0.6

Fig. 10 presents the flow-velocity-magnitude
contours around the wing, capture during two
flight simulations when the "Leaky Wing"
system was inactive and active. Presented
results concern the flight speed M=0.20 and the
time moment when the highest values of wingroot bending moment were measured.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of spanwise distribution of
aerodynamic bending-load coefficient (CN), for the
"Leaky Wing" system OFF and ON. The case of the
highest values of measured wing-root bending moment
at flight speed M=0.20.
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"Leaky Wing" OFF
"Leaky Wing" ON

CP

-4
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1

Fig. 10. Flow-velocity-magnitude contours around the
wing for the highest values of wing-root bending moment.
Comparison of cases with inactive (OFF) and active (ON)
"Leaky Wing" system. Flight speed M=0.20.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of chordwise distribution of pressure
coefficient (CP), for the "Leaky Wing" system OFF and
ON. The case of the highest values of measured wing-root
bending moment at flight speed M=0.20.
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Similar to presented in section 5.1 simulations
were conducted for the case of flight of isolated
wing at speed M=0.45. The gust profile used in
this case is presented in Fig. 7. During the
simulation of flight with inactive loadalleviation system, the load factor n grew from
1.0 for nominal cruise flight conditions, up to
1.84 during the gust. In case of flight with active
load-alleviation system, the system was
activated (air ducts were opened) when load
factor exceeded the threshold 1.3 and was again
deactivated when load factor dropped down
below 1.2. Time histories of load factor for
both cases: inactive and active wing-loadalleviation system, are compared in Fig. 13.
M=0.45

"Leaky Wing" OFF
"Leaky Wing" ON

2.0
1.8
1.6

Analysing Fig. 14 it may be concluded that the
response rate of the "Leaky Wing" system at
flight speed M=0.45 was satisfactory. Similarly
as for the flight speed M=0.20, when air ducts
were opened, the system started alleviation of
wing-root bending moment very quickly
(approx. 0.05s). Next, in initial stage of
alleviation of wing-root bending moment, the
alleviation was very effective. However in next
stages the effectiveness dropped down. The
reason of such phenomenon was that at flight
speed M=0.45, the strong separation of main
flow probably occurred also for the case of the
clean wing (inactive load-alleviation system).
2.0

1.6
1.4

n

1.2
1.4

activation
threshold

1.0
deactivation
threshold

1.2

0.8
1.0
0.8

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Time [s]

1.2

1.4

1.6

Fig. 13. Time histories of load factor n, measured for
the wing-load-alleviation system OFF and ON,
at flight speed M=0.45.

Fig. 9 compares time histories of wing-root
bending moment (Mbr) related to its value in
nominal flight conditions (Mbr(0)), measured for
the wing-load-alleviation system inactive and
active. The time-histories show, that when the
"Leaky Wing" system was active, the natural
flow through opened air ducts (at n>1.3),
weakened the wing-root bending moment
approximately 17.4%, at the time, when the
highest value of wing-root bending moment
were achieved. In this case, otherwise than in
the case of flight at speed M=0.20, the activated
flow through the air-ducts, rather amplified
effects of existing separation than initialised the
main-flow separation. Such conclusion may be
formulated based on presented results of
simulations, especially in Fig. 15 and Fig. 17.
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5.2 Flight Simulation at M=0.45
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Fig. 14. Time histories of wing-root bending moment
(Mbr) related to its value in nominal flight conditions
(Mbr(0)), measured for the wing-load-alleviation system
OFF and ON, at flight speed M=0.45.

Fig. 15 presents flow-velocity-magnitude
contours around the wing, for the "Leaky
Wing" system inactive and active. The
snapshots were captured at the time moment
when the highest values of wing-root bending
moment were measured.
Fig. 16 presents spanwise distributions of
aerodynamic bending-load coefficient (CN) for
the two compared cases. Considerable reduction
of wing bending loads is visible in the region of
location of air ducts. This is an effect of main
flow separation, which was initiated or
enhanced by the air flow through the ducts.
Differences between chordwise distributions of
pressure coefficient (CP) in the wing section
crossing the air-duct region, for two compared
cases ("Leaky Wing" inactive and active) and
flight speed M=0.45, are presented in Fig. 17.
The pressure distribution for "Leaky Wing"
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system active is typical for flow separation,
while the pressure distribution for "Leaky
Wing" OFF looks slightly strange. However one
should remember that they were measured at
flight speed M=0.45 and high angle of attack,
resulting from modelled vertical gust.
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Fig. 17. Comparison of chordwise distribution of pressure
coefficient (CP), for the "Leaky Wing" system OFF and
ON. The case of the highest values of measured wing-root
bending moment at flight speed M=0.45.

6 Summary and Conclusions

Fig. 15. Flow-velocity-magnitude contours around the
wing for the highest values of wing-root bending moment.
Comparison of cases with inactive (OFF) and active (ON)
"Leaky Wing" system. Flight speed M=0.45.
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Fig. 16. Comparison of spanwise distribution of
aerodynamic bending-load coefficient (CN), for the
"Leaky Wing" system OFF and ON. The case of the
highest values of measured wing-root bending moment
at flight speed M=0.45.
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The "Leaky Wing" concept has been developed,
investigated and proposed as non-conventional
system, protecting the wing structure against
excessive aerodynamic loads that may occur
during the aircraft flight as results of sudden
gusts, manoeuvres, etc. The concept utilises a
system of transverse ducts connecting upper and
lower surface of the wing. In normal flight
conditions the ducts are closed. When a sudden
growth of wing load is forecasted, the ducts are
being opened, initiating natural air flow through
them, which initiates or enhances the main-flow
separation on the wing suction surface, finally
leading to mitigation of excessive bending loads
acting on the wing structure.
The effectiveness of the "Leaky Wing"
concept and its response rate in conditions of
sudden gust, were investigated by series of
URANS simulations. The simulations were
conducted for two flight speeds: M=0.20 and
M=0.45. Results of the simulations confirmed,
that the proposed "Leaky Wing" system quickly
responds to increasing aerodynamic loads and
its load-alleviation speed should be enough to
protect wing structure against fatigue damage.
In the research, the measure of loadalleviation effectiveness was the relative
difference between the wing-root bending
moments measured for inactive and active
wing-load-alleviation system. Based on
conducted flight simulation, the efficiency was
estimated to be around 17-18%. However the
effectiveness depends on several factors,
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including shape, dimensions, positions and
number of air ducts, so it is expected that the
efficiency could be increased by optimisation of
the presented concept, which is the subject of
planned future research.
Although the "Leaky Wing" concept was
proposed as the solution of load control of
aircraft wing, this approach may be also adopted
in the case of another type of lifting surfaces,
exposed to excessive aerodynamic loads, e.g.
the rotor blades of wind turbines.
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